PEOPLE

Faculty: Professors Schwartz (chair, Sociology), Borman (affiliated), Carlson, Elwert, Emirbayer, Ermakoff, Fletcher, Freeland, Friedland (affiliated), Fujimura, Gerber, Goldberg, Grodsky, Lim, Logan, Massoglia, Maynard, Montgomery, Morales (affiliated), Nobles, Nordheim (affiliated), Rogers (director, COWS), Schaeffer (director, UWSC), Seidman, Thornton (affiliated); Associate Professors Christens (affiliated), Conti, Eason, Engelman, Feinstein, Grant (director, Graduate Studies), Higgins (affiliated), Light, Shoemaker (affiliated); Assistant Professors Addo (affiliated), Conwell, Halpern-Meekin (affiliated), Jensen, Leachman (affiliated), O’Brien (affiliated), Oh, Simmons (affiliated), Xiong (affiliated).

For more information about individual faculty members, the research they do, and the classes they teach, see the Sociology web page (https://sociology.wisc.edu/faculty/).